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Introduction
About an hour’s drive north of Istanbul on a newly
built highway stands the city’s new airport. “This is
not an airport but a monument to victory,” Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan said at its inauguration on October 29, 2018—incidentally, a day that
also marked the 95th anniversary of the founding of
the Republic of Turkey.
The project was controversial—and highly politicized—even before breaking ground, pitting
environmentalists and Turkey’s secular opposition against the government.1 When the new airport fully opened in April 2019, travelers passing
through it could not help but notice the enormous
mosque under construction in front of it. Outside
the mosque, a huge poster of Erdoğan bearing the
insignia of the Turkish presidency read, “We are
building the new Turkey.”
By this time, the term “Yeni Türkiye (New Turkey)”
was known to everyone in the country. Over the
past few years, Erdoğan had used it in political rallies as shorthand for the rebirth of a nation under
his gaze and in line with his principles. In August
2014, a day before he became Turkey’s first popularly elected president (having won 51.8 percent of
the vote), Erdoğan wrote on Twitter, “Today is the
birthday of the New Turkey. The New Turkey corresponds to new politics, a new economy and a new
sociology.”2
This paper tries to delve deeper into some of the
more fundamental questions on the nature of Turkey’s new course: Is the New Turkey simply an Islamist antithesis of the pro-Western Kemalist regime, or is there a more complex, forward-looking
ideal behind the country’s role in the 21st century?
Will the New Turkey be part of the West, an authoritarian ally of Russia and China, or an independent power on the global stage? Is this all about
Erdoğan, or will the New Turkey outlast his reign?
Of course, the New Turkey’s future is yet to be written. But, the best way to understand the journey
that Erdoğan has launched so far is to focus on
Turkey’s Sonderweg, its special path to modernity
and in global affairs. The term “Sonderweg” usually refers to Germany’s peculiar path from monarchy to liberal democracy, via totalitarianism, with

an emphasis on the social, economic, and political
attributes that distinguish Germany from much of
the rest of Europe. Similarly, Turkey is an exception
in its region, too, with an imperial past and resurgent ambitions. These unique characteristics in domestic and foreign policy have shaped Erdoğan’s
New Turkey.
Clues for Turkey’s Sonderweg can be found behind
the narrative on New Turkey. In speeches at home
and abroad over the next few years, Erdoğan would
elaborate that his new philosophy rested on milli
irade (the will of the people); the end of what he
imagined to be Turkey’s subservience to external
forces; the country’s rise as a global power; and a
determination to defeat internal and external foes
who were bent on hindering its progress.
A significant milestone in the development of the
New Turkey was the period that followed the July
2016 attempted coup, which prompted the government to purge Turkey’s bureaucracy and judiciary.
Another was the April 2017 referendum to change
Turkey’s governance model from a parliamentary
system to a presidential system à la the United
States, albeit with fewer checks on the power of
the executive—a referendum he barely won, with
just 51 percent of the vote against a 49 percent
“no.” The general election held in June 2018 produced another slim victory, with the alliance between Erdoğan’s Justice and Development Party
(AKP) and the hard-right Nationalist Action Party
(MHP) winning 52 percent of the vote. In the runup to the election, Ali Aslan, writing for a think tank
with close ties to the Erdoğan government, echoed
the major themes of the AKP’s election campaign:
The June 14 [2018] elections are the most political elections in Turkey’s history, showcasing
the power struggle between the “Old Turkey”
and “New Turkey.” The vote cast in favor of
President Erdoğan, as the actor of change,
and AKP/People’s Alliance is essentially a
vote for the people. This support would enable a political order based on the will of the
people and the continuation of the struggle
for independence. No matter how you look at
it, a vote for the opposition bloc, on the other
hand, is a vote for the return to an oligarchical
status quo and international dependency.3
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While expressions such as “the people’s will,” “independence,” and “sovereignty” have been standard populist slogans for the past century, and they
may reveal something about the AKP’s self-image,
they do not say much about the deeper character
of the regime. So, what is the New Turkey? And
what fundamental goals drive its global agenda?
Having defined “New Turkey” as a change agent,
Erdoğan used the term in successive elections to
refer to the creation of a new order. Even before
the introduction of the term in 2014, there had
been a significant transformation in Turkey under
Erdoğan’s 17-year reign—from the pro-Western Kemalist state run by a secularist bureaucracy to a
regional power with ambitions beyond its borders
and a strong leader at its center. Ankara’s relationship with its Western allies grew fragile as a more
self-assertive Turkey started pursuing an independent policy and forged closer relations with Russia.
It has emerged as a key actor in the Middle East.
There has also been a rollback of Turkey’s domestic reform process, which was a significant part of
its EU accession bid for the first half of Erdoğan’s
reign. In all, Turkey seems to have fundamentally
changed course in the past decade.

Sonderweg with Echoes of German
History
The term Sonderweg evokes dilemmas with which
Germany has historically wrestled and that will present similar challenges for the New Turkey. Sonderweg historically underlined Germany’s revisionist
impulses and regional ambitions. It was a term that
self-consciously set Germany apart from the rest of
Europe. Its use continued through different periods
of German history. During the Cold War, the idea of
Sonderweg often implied that Germany should follow a path that is neither east nor west, one that
vacillates “between the pro-Western idealism of
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and the realist Ostpolitik of Chancellor Willy Brandt,” as Robert Kagan put
it.4 Proponents of Sonderweg thought that an independent course better suited Germany’s interests.
Turkey’s Sonderweg will not replicate Germany’s—
it will be, by definition, unique. Similar to Germany, the New Turkey’s foreign policy decisions and
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dilemmas set it apart from its allies in the West
and its new partners in the East. It also rests on
the premise that, of all the nations in its immediate
neighborhood, Turkey is uniquely positioned to be
a hegemon. Turkey’s Sonderweg rests on an unusual ideological mix of Turkish nationalism, neoOttomanism, and Islamism. This paper argues that
Sonderweg implies a future that is neither transatlantic nor Eurasian, that is sometimes inward-looking and often unpredictable. Erdoğan’s Turkey will
forge its own path, cherry-picking from a list of options and ideologies while remaining non-aligned
by virtue of its history, ideology, and strategic aims.
Sonderweg also implies that a nation has a certain
idea of itself and the will to translate that idea into
a unique role in the world. Turkey’s current leaders believe in a hegemonic future role for Turkey,
in contrast to the former cadres of a Kemalist Turkey where external engagement, particularly in the
Middle East, was seen as a liability for the survival
of the state. Erdoğan’s Turkey sees itself as a resurgent power that will have to maintain a balancing
act between various partnerships if it is to maximize its regional influence. When it looks around
the globe, it tends to see hostile powers lurking in
every corner. It also believes Turkey has a duty to
represent and exert influence over Sunni populations beyond its borders. Steadfast loyalty to the
West does not fit with Ankara’s vision of its place
in the world anymore.5 The prevailing sentiment
among Turkey’s ruling cadres is that the country
can only fulfill its potential and emerge as a major
power if it decouples from the West in long-term
strategic planning but remains an ally when this fits
with its interests.
The paper traces the roots of the New Turkey’s
Sonderweg to its rise in Turkish nationalism,
Erdoğan’s adept fusion of nationalist and Islamist
discourse, and the country’s turbulent relationship
with its Western partners. Amid allegations that
it is drifting away from the West, contemporary
Turkey is discovering (and, at times, imagining) a
sense of itself as a resurgent power with a unique
approach to both domestic affairs and foreign policy. The paper also examines Turkey’s new foreign
policy and its relations with Russia to anticipate its
future behavior.
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A Passing Fancy or a Permanent
Reality?
The strong ideological foundations of the New Turkey and the nature of Turkish history suggest that
Sonderweg is likely to outlive the Erdoğan period.
Much foreign policy debate on Turkey is still couched
in a U.S.-versus-Russia dichotomy, which is largely
misleading. In essence, Turks see their country as a
lonely power.6 With an ever-weakening belief in the
U.S.-backed liberal order, a Europe that looks increasingly self-absorbed, and a Russia that inspires little
confidence, Turkey will remain hesitant to plunge in
either direction. Ankara’s increasing confidence in its
own path means that it believes it does not have to
choose sides.
There is a precedent for this. For much of the 18th
and 19th centuries, the Ottoman Empire believed that
it could switch between alliances according to its
immediate needs while remaining an independent
global power. Modern Turkey was also a lone wolf
in the beginning. Until the end of the Second World
War, the country remained a non-aligned power—
suspicious of the West after the breakup of the Ottoman Empire and a war of independence against
Western powers. It even engaged in brief periods of
rapprochement with the Soviet Union in the 1920s
and 1930s.7 After joining NATO, Turkey occasionally
overrode Western objections to act independently,
such as establishing trade relations with the Soviets in the 1960s and launching a military incursion
into Cyprus in 1974. Similarly, while it helped the U.S.
contain Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein throughout the
1990s, Ankara rejected Washington’s proposal to deploy tens of thousands of American troops on Turkish soil in the run-up to the 2003 U.S. invasion of
Iraq.
What is different about today’s Turkey is its greater
sense of estrangement from the United States and
increased self-confidence about its future role in the
world order. In military terms, the once-predictable
NATO partner is now a stronger but unpredictable regional power. Just as Western public discourse questions Turkey’s place in Europe or NATO, Turks debate
the benefits of being part of the West. Anti-Western
sentiments that were buried by the progress Turkey
made toward EU accession from 2002 to 2015 have
now re-entered the country’s mainstream political
discussions. Many Turks blame Western states for

the failed coup attempt, for supporting the Gülen
movement, or for backing Syrian Kurds. On foreign
policy, even secular opponents of the AKP such as
the Republican People’s Party (CHP) and the Good
Party (Iyi) have supported Ankara’s energy exploration in the Eastern Mediterranean, purchase of the
S-400 missile-defense system from Russia, and the
launch of a military incursion into Northern Syria.8
This wider support for a non-aligned position on
strategic matters suggests that, though postErdoğan Turkey may rekindle its relations with traditional Western allies, it will likely sustain Turkey’s
regional entanglements and ambitions. Given the
hand-wringing on Turkey in Europe and in the United States, it is doubtful that the West will make a
grand offer to Turkey to entice it back into the transatlantic community. Turkey’s former aspirations to
be part of the EU under a U.S.-led liberal order no
longer seem realistic. That order is crumbling: The
world has moved on—and so has Turkey. For better
or for worse, the country has embarked on its own
Sonderweg.

“A Carnival of Nationalisms”
Perhaps the most noticeable aspect of Turkey’s
Sonderweg is the rebirth of Turkish nationalism under the guidance of Erdoğan. Nationalism is a necessary ingredient in societies that pursue an independent foreign policy and shun alliances. It casts doubt
on normative values, which can restrict the heavyhanded power of the nation-state. It allows Turkey’s
new elites to make the case that the liberal order has
nothing to offer the country as it pursues its grand
ambitions.9 Nationalism also provides a justification
for Turkey’s activism outside its borders.
Once an Islamist who denounced nationalism,10
Erdoğan is now the biggest advocate for a resurgent Turkish empire that plays a major role in
great power competition. During the AKP’s first
two terms, between 2002 and 2011, Erdoğan led
reforms that brought Turkey closer to Europe. His
advisers sometimes described the party as “Muslim democrats” or “conservative democrats,” suggesting that its brand of Islamism was comparable
to the Christian democratic political tradition in
Europe.11 Erdoğan also engaged in an on-and-off
peace process with the outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) from 2009 to 2015.
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But, following the Gezi Park protests and, more
overtly, the breakdown of Turkey’s peace process
with the PKK in 2015, Turkish leaders adopted a
more nationalist tone. In the aftermath of the failed
coup attempt, the AKP formed an alliance with the
MHP—ostensibly to salvage the state and its institutions after purging them of supporters of U.S.based cleric Fethullah Gülen, the mastermind of
the plot. The two parties entered the 2017 referendum, the 2018 general election, and the 2019 local
elections as a formal alliance, pursuing coordinated
campaigns that involved strong messaging on security and anti-terrorism, as well as hard-line policies on the Kurdish issue.
The MHP provided the AKP not only with the cadres it needed to fill the bureaucracy and the judiciary after the widespread purge of Gülenists but
also with an ideology. The salvation of the state
from decline became a rallying point for both political parties after the coup.
Osmosis between the AKP and the MHP has created a unique blend of conservative nationalism
sprinkled with Ottomanism, religiosity, and a cult
of state worship borrowed from Kemalism. It has,
in a sense, provided the domestic justification for
Sonderweg and an independent foreign policy.
Gökhan Bacık notes that Turkey is now a “carnival of nationalisms. The political alternatives presented to citizens are indeed different types of
nationalisms: Turkish nationalism, Islamist nationalism, Kemalist nationalism.”12 It is unsurprising that,
in this atmosphere of hyper-nationalism, Erdoğan’s
speeches are peppered with references to the
grandeur of Ottoman and Turkish history. For example, Erdoğan recently tweeted:
This flag will never go down
The prayer will never be silenced
The country never divided
The people never kneel
The state will, God willing, forever survive13
The president of Turkey now attends events that
he would have shunned a decade ago, such as the
annual commemoration of the battle of Malazgirt
(Manzikert), which, according to Turkey’s nationalist mythology, opened “the gates of Anatolia” to
Turkic tribes and started its Turkification in 1071.14
In a recent appearance at Malazgirt, the president
urged young Turks “to live up to the 2023 goals of
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the republic [marking the centennial of its founding], be worthy of the 2053 vision of Mehmet the
Conqueror, and carry on the moral legacy of [the
Seljuk Sultan who led armies in 1071].”15
The restoration of lost power and nostalgia for the
Ottomans are major themes in the New Turkey that
resonate among the party faithful. Television dramas
that feature Ottoman rulers and conquests—such as
Payitaht and Diriliş Ertuğrul—are often promoted by
the government and sometimes even receive the endorsement of Erdoğan himself.16 Erdoğan’s supporters liken his reign to that of Abdülhamid, one of the
longest-serving sultans in the final years of the empire, and often compare his opponents to the Young
Turks, Christian minorities, and Western powers that
opposed and eventually toppled the sultan.17
Ottomanism is at the heart of Sonderweg in that
the rulers of modern Turkey want to remind the nation of a glorified past to promise a golden future.
However, Erdoğan is not exclusively nationalist, Ottomanist, or Islamist—he is a mixture of all these
things. Drawing from Islamism, Kemalism, secularism, nationalism, and Ottomanism, the architects
of the New Turkey have created a unique ideology
of Erdoğanism that centers on a strong leader. This
ideology is purely Turkish and contains inherent
tensions, but it now has indoctrinated a generation
of conservative Turks—particularly AKP supporters—with the notion that Turkey is destined to forge
a unique and independent path in world affairs.
The overarching features of Turkey’s neo-nationalism are the cult of state worship, the presence of
foreign enemies,18 and the central role of a strong
leader, which is regarded as a necessity for the survival of the state. Indeed, one of the party’s main
arguments for the 2017 constitutional overhaul
was precisely that this transition was a matter of
survival for Turkey. Proponents of the New Turkey
view their country as a rising power that has shed
the trappings of a pro-Western order, found a capable leader, and embarked on a mission to restore
the grandeur of a lost empire. Accordingly, the New
Turkey is seen as a nation that has emerged from
various battles against internal and external foes,19
including the deep state, the secular elite, Kurdish
separatists, and Gülenists, while acquiring the power to redesign the country’s bureaucratic structures
for a better future.
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Beyond Tukey’s Borders
A few years ago, Ibrahim Kalin, Erdoğan’s senior
foreign policy adviser, pushed back against growing
criticism of Turkey as isolated in international politics by praising the country’s “precious loneliness.”20
Today, many Turks see that loneliness as a foregone
conclusion and one of the strengths of Turkey’s foreign policy.
This “precious loneliness” is also a key part of Turkey’s Sonderweg. A non-aligned Turkey with ambitions beyond its borders—a country that will work
with the West or go around it as needed. It cannot
and will not trust foreign powers. The country will
take strong geopolitical positions or simply bargain its way into regional matters, charting its own
course—as is the case in Turkey’s policy on Syria.
This is in sharp contrast to the idea of a “Turkish
model” Western policymakers often used in the
2000s in reference to a secular Muslim democracy
that was prosperous and firmly anchored in the U.S.led liberal order.21 In the post-9/11 climate, successive U.S. administrations thought that they could use
this model to push Middle Eastern regimes toward
various shades of democratization and economic reform. Accordingly, presidents George W. Bush and
Barack Obama both made Turkey a centerpiece of
U.S. policy in the region. They defined the U.S.-Turkey
relationship as a “strategic partnership”—a label that
mattered more in Ankara than in Washington.
Contemporary Turkey wants to define its own interests and avoid a model created in Washington. In
his seminal work Stratejik Derinlik (Strategic Depth),
former Turkish prime minister Ahmet Davutoğlu
advocated for a kind of Turkish Sonderweg—arguing that in order to fulfill its historical destiny and
emerge as a global superpower, Turkey would need
to complement its Western orientation with deeper involvement in the Middle East and the Balkans.
While Davutoğlu has left office, his approach remains
the guiding principle of Turkish foreign policy in Africa, the Balkans, and the Middle East in many ways.
Turkey no longer contracts its neighborhood policy
out to transatlantic institutions or the EU. As seen in
Libya, Qatar, or Syria, it has unique policies and goals
that stem from being a regional powerhouse. To a
large extent, it already is a global power.
Meanwhile, Erdoğan’s AKP is also vying for a leadership position in the Sunni world. Following the new

regional fault line in the Middle East, Turkey and
Qatar face off against Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and the
United Arab Emirates. During the AKP’s early years
in power, the Turkish government worked to expand
its political influence throughout the Middle East and
North Africa using trade and other instruments of
soft power,22 such as exchange visits, tourism, and
the export of Turkish cultural products such as its
popular television dramas. After the Arab uprisings
began in 2011, however, Turkey became eager to support political parties and governments affiliated with
the Muslim Brotherhood, particularly those in Egypt,
Libya, Tunisia, and Yemen. This placed Turkey at odds
with the UAE and Saudi regimes—a split that deepened further with the 2013 military coup in Egypt and
the 2018 murder of Saudi dissident Jamal Khashoggi
in Istanbul. From the civil war in Libya to the IsraeliPalestinian issue, Turkey and Saudi Arabia are on the
opposite sides of various regional conflicts. Erdoğan
has also been outspoken in his opposition to Israeli
policies on Palestinians and has become involved in
various humanitarian initiatives in Gaza.
This notion of Turkey as a regional powerhouse is
relatively new but, after 17 years of AKP power, is a
major influence on Turkish ruling cadres. There are
significant differences between Turkey’s old generation of transatlanticists and younger diplomats and
politicians who believe in Turkey’s identity as a regional actor. The latter view their country as a lone
wolf, easily betrayed by friends or adversaries. Previous generations of Turkish diplomats thought of
Turkey as part of the Western alliance, reliant on the
security and prosperity that would come from close
proximity to Europe and the United States. The AKP
has changed this thinking. Whereas the old generation tended to see Turkey as a weaker power in need
of an alliance with the West, the younger generation
of bureaucratic cadres does not define Turkey’s place
in the world order in terms of its proximity to the
West. Instead, they believe that Turkey ought to independently reach out to Africa and the Balkans, as
well as countries such as China and Russia.
As discussed above, Erdoğan’s New Turkey is nationalistic and driven by survival instincts. It has sometimes tried to decouple from Washington on key
regional matters, such as the Israeli-Palestinian dispute, sanctions on Iran, the blockade of Qatar, and
the Syrian war. Turkey had also devoted greater resources to military expansion (by opening a base in
Qatar), sending military aid to Libya, and supporting
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non-state actors such as Sunni militia groups in Syria. Turkey established 12 military outposts in Syria’s
Idlib region and supported Sunni fighters there and
along its southern border (as discussed in detail below). Ankara has plans to establish a drone base in
Northern Cyprus, where it already has one military
base.23 Turkey also has good relations with the Kurdish regional administration in Iraq, regularly carries
out cross-border operations, and maintains a base
in the region. Ankara sees the West as a potential
partner in some places, such as Idlib, but as an obstacle in others. It is attentive to the divides within
the transatlantic camp (Trump versus Europe) and
within Europe on issues that range from Libya to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The idea that the West is in decline—and, therefore,
Turkey should not bet too heavily on it—is a major
constellation in the AKP universe. Pro-government
papers often cite the gilets jaunes (yellow vests) protests in France, rifts within NATO, or coalition talks
in Germany as signs that the Western order is crumbling. “European cities are burning,” Erdoğan recently warned. “Those that try to provoke fault lines
in Turkey should look at how weak the ground they
walk on is. You will burn even more.”24
If there were any lingering doubts about Turkey’s
desire to pursue an independent policy in the new
world order, Foreign Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu recently dispelled them. Addressing major shifts in Turkey’s neighborhood and the relative decline of the
West, Çavuşoğlu said:
Even though we don’t entirely agree, Macron’s
statements [that NATO is “brain-dead”] are an
indication of [the West’s crisis.] We live in a
world of unilateral policies and trade wars. The
West is losing its economic power and Asia is
rising. We need to use the opportunities ahead
of us … From Africa to Latin America, what can
we do in these zones and how can we contribute? We are trying to formulate a foreign
policy that takes all this into account.25
The outlines of such a foreign policy can be seen in
the Balkans, where Ankara tends to strike its own
agreements with leaders in the region. In the 1990s,
Turkey promoted transatlantic and multinational institutions in the Balkans. Today, while still active in
transatlantic institutions, it is basing its foreign policy on promoting bilateral relations. Serbia is one
of Turkey’s closest partners, partly due to the good
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relationship between Erdoğan and President Aleksandar Vučić. Turkey has also developed strong
economic and political ties with Albania, Bosnia,
Kosovo, and North Macedonia.
The Eastern Mediterranean is another area where
Sonderweg defines Turkey’s course. Turkey joined
the EU and the United States in supporting UN-led
talks on the unification of Cyprus, but subsequently entered into a dispute with Greece and Cyprus
over how to share energy resources in the Eastern
Mediterranean. To prevent Cyprus from striking
a private deal that would have excluded Turkish
Cypriots from hydrocarbon resources in the region, Ankara deployed two exploration ships and
threatened to take action. The EU has called for
sanctions on Turkey in response but has not implemented these measures. Given the bipartisan domestic consensus on supporting Turkish Cypriots,
Ankara is unlikely to back off from its position on
Cyprus’s hydrocarbon resources.
Concerns about being frozen out of hydrocarbon resources off Cyprus have shaped the rest of Turkey’s
outlook on the Eastern Mediterranean and, more noticeably, in Libya. In Libya, Turkey actively supports
the UN-backed Government of National Accord
(GNA) in Tripoli, training its forces to fight the opposition forces led by Khalifa Haftar, who has the backing of Egypt, Russia, the UAE, and some European
powers. Turkey’s course in Libya is part of a strategy
to flex its muscles in the Eastern Mediterranean. Ankara sees its burgeoning relationship with Tripoli as
a counterweight to the Greece-Egypt-Cyprus axis.
In December 2019, Ankara signed two agreements
with the UN-backed government in Tripoli to extend its maritime jurisdiction and provide military
assistance to Libya, and in January 2020, the Turkish government started deploying troops to Libya
to support the GNA. Ankara views its deployment in
Libya as a way to avoid being boxed in the Eastern
Mediterranean and also as necessary to be a regional player. “Ankara’s security starts in Damascus, in
Mogadishu, in Tehran and Sana. Those who ask what
business we have in Libya are, unless appointed as
proxies, clueless about history or geography,” Devlet Bahceli, Erdogan’s ally and MHP leader, recently
said on Turkish military deployment in Libya.26
Erdogan also warned:
[External powers that back Cyprus and Greece
in the Eastern Mediterranean] have such a ha-
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tred of Turkey and the Turkish people that, if
they could, they would root us out of Anatolia
and erase us from the earth. Thankfully, our
country is powerful enough and has the will to
protect its rights and interests against these
open and insidious plans. The agreements we
have with the Republic of Northern Cyprus
and Libya are in line with international law and
similar UN treaties … No one should expect us
to accept a Turkey that is excluded from undersea hydrocarbon exploration [in the Mediterranean]. No one should approach us with
the intention to exclude us, imprison us to our
coastline, seize our economic interests.27
The New Turkey has exercised sizeable military
power in Syria. It has established military outposts
in Idlib and carved out three separate “safe zones”
on its borders that it controls and administers (Afrin, the Euphrates Shield area, and the zone between Tel Abyad and Ras al-Ayn). The role of the
Syrian Kurds remains the key point of divergence
between Turkey and the West. Ankara views People’s Protection Unit (YPG) forces affiliated with
the PKK as an existential threat and has been unhappy with U.S. support for the YPG-dominated
Syrian Democratic Forces. As a counterweight to
U.S. influence in Syria, Turkey forged a partnership with Russia and Iran through the Astana process—even though it is at odds with both countries
about the legitimacy of the Assad regime. Erdoğan
negotiated safe zone arrangements with both the
United States and Russia in October 2019, with the
aim of both protecting Turkey’s borders and ending the Kurds’ experiment with self-rule in Syria.28

Russia – from Enemy to Partner
The evolution of the Turkish-Russian relationship
is perhaps the most glaring manifestation of Turkey’s Sonderweg and its desire for an independent
course on the world stage. Turkey’s ruling elite and
mainstream media often cite their skilful use of this
relationship to further Turkish interests in Syria as
an illustration of the benefits of non-alignment.
Historically, Ankara’s relations with Russia have
been complex and burdened with centuries of animosity. Beginning in the 18th century, the Ottomans
perceived a threat from their powerful neighbor to

the east—a view borne out by more than a dozen wars between the empires.29 After the Second
World War, fear of Joseph Stalin’s Soviet Union
led Turkey to seek protection under the NATO umbrella. The NATO commitment to Turkish security
allowed the country to adopt a free-market economy and loosely anchor itself to the liberal order—
albeit without the full application of the robust
democratic program of its Western allies.
Today, the picture is very different. In the words of a
senior European politician with close ties to Turkey,
“Ankara regards its key allies as a threat and Russia
as a strategic partner.”30 The relationship has burgeoned since the 2016 coup attempt, during which
President Vladimir Putin called Erdoğan with an offer of help.31 While the Turkey-Russia relationship is
not deeply woven into the state apparatus of either
country, there is a strong convergence of interests
and mutual resentment of the constraints imposed
by the Western liberal order. The relationship also
rests on powerful chemistry between Erdoğan and
Putin. Alongside the Astana process and the S-400
purchase, the two countries have also partnered
in major infrastructure projects, such as the Turk
Stream pipeline, designed to transfer Russian gas
to Europe, and the construction of Turkey’s first
nuclear plant at Akkuyu.
The S-400 purchase has received greater international attention than any other Turkish-Russian
initiative, as it is the first major defense acquisition from Russia by a NATO country. The Turkish
government has fiercely defended its decision, despite threats from the U.S. Congress to punish Turkey through the Countering America’s Adversaries
Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA). Components of
the missile system arrived in Turkey in July 2019 to
coincide with the third anniversary of the botched
coup and thereby underline Turkey’s strategic sovereignty. Turkey’s minister of interior, Süleyman
Soylu, hailed the arrival of the S-400s as “a declaration of freedom and independence for Turkey.”32
The S-400 acquisition seemed to have the support
of most Turks—partly because they felt that this was
a matter of sovereignty—and, as such, received the
backing of opposition parties in the Turkish parliament. Turkish-Russian rapprochement has provided
Ankara with leverage in dealings with its Western
partners because they want to avoid pushing Turkey further toward Russia. This has often made the
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United States and Europe overlook Russian-Turkish
cooperation on energy and defense. Despite pressure from Congress and the U.S. bureaucracy, President Donald Trump has not imposed CAATSA sanctions on Turkey for its purchase of the S-400s.
None of this means that Turkey has now abandoned
the West. But, it does underline that Russia and
Turkey are revisionist powers that feel constrained
by Western norms—and resentful of Western policies. Even if their partnership lacks a common vision of a new world order, it is more than a temporary convergence of interests. Turkey’s ruling elite
feels it has to work with Russia on trade, energy
cooperation, and military operations in Syria. This
does not make Turkey a potential Russian vassal.
Ankara aims to position itself as equidistant from
China, Russia, and the United States. It wants an à
la carte system of flexible partnerships that will not
require it to accept Western norms.
If history is any guide, Ankara’s pivot to Moscow will
not be a permanent realignment, but one should
not dismiss it as a passing fancy either. The convergence of interests in the areas discussed above is
strong enough to incentivize both players to remain
aligned in the coming years. Rather than entering into an ironclad alliance with either the United
States or Russia, Turkey will continue to forge shifting partnerships in a roller-coaster ride between
great powers—at least until the Syria conflict ends.

Defense of the Homeland
Throughout the Cold War, Turkey hosted NATO
bases and made contributions to transatlantic security. For much of that period, Ankara saw the
primary threat to its security as coming from the
Soviet Union and relied on the American defense
industry to address its specific security needs.
Today, the mood in the country is radically different. Since the failed coup attempt, Ankara has been
deeply suspicious of its NATO partners undermining Turkey’s interests and even territorial integrity.
The transatlantic relationship that once defined Turkey’s posture in the global order now looks shakier
than ever. While the Western media is peppered
with articles that question Turkey’s place in the
West, Turkish leaders largely believe that the Unit-
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ed States was behind the 2016 coup attempt33—and
that Europe was, at best, a bystander.34 U.S. support for PKK-affiliated YPG, which forms the backbone of the Syrian Kurdish forces, has also driven
a wedge between Ankara and Washington. In the
words of one senior Turkish security official: “We
are fighting three terrorist organizations. America
is supporting two directly [referring to the PKK and
the Gülen movement] and the third [referring to
ISIS] is easily manipulated by the West.”35
In this environment, it is hardly surprising that Turkey is pursuing an independent defense policy in
line with its threat perceptions and priorities.36 Ankara’s deeper involvement in the Middle East’s conflicts and anxiety about the Kurdish issue has bolstered efforts to become self-sufficient in defense.
As the New Turkey imagines itself surrounded by
enemies who threaten its very existence, Turkish
leaders see greater self-reliance in the defense industry as a direct response to that threat. The defense industry has also become a key export sector,
growing in parallel with Turkey’s regional agenda.37
While Turkey’s desire for self-sufficiency in the defense industry predates the Erdoğan period, progress in the area under the AKP has been facilitated by strong economic growth and technological
advances. “Under President Erdoğan’s directive, a
Turkish sniper is manufactured,” announced a Turkish television network with close ties to the government.38 Over the past few years, other flagship
Turkish defense projects in various stages of development—such as Turkish-made tanks, missiles,
frigates, submarines, and armored vehicles—have
been celebrated in a similar fashion, underlining the
goal of reduced dependency on the outside world
(mostly NATO allies) in defense procurement.39
The crown jewel of the Turkish defense industry
is drones, which have allowed the Turkish military
to fight the Kurdish insurgency in Iraq, Syria, and
Turkey with superior technology. Turkish drones
are also used to support the government of Libya
in its fight against Haftar’s forces. As discussed
above, Turkey is keen to establish a drone base in
Northern Cyprus. Erdoğan often mentions Turkish
drones in speeches as a symbol of strategic sovereignty. At the National Defense University earlier
this summer, he said:
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We know of efforts to sabotage our defense industry for no justifiable reason. When I went to
U.S. presidents, they wouldn’t even loan me [an
unarmed drone]. And no chance with an armed
one. But bad neighbors have made us buy the
house. We are now producing both … Today,
our domestic production has gone up from 20
to 70 percent. When that day comes, once we
get to a point where we need no one, neither
the sanctions nor what they say will matter.40

How Europe Should Engage with
Turkey
European and other Western countries need to accept that Sonderweg is a key feature of Erdoğan’s
New Turkey. As a revisionist power with grand ambitions in an unstable region, Turkey is vying for a
leadership role in the Sunni world while maintaining its ties with Russia and Europe. It feels constrained by the institutions and norms that have
governed world politics since the Second World
War. Turkey also has regional entanglements that
go beyond the NATO consensus (such as those in
Libya, Qatar, and Syria). Its policies in the Middle
East may or may not align with European interests.
Europeans should be prepared to work with Turkey
on issues where there is overlap and work around
Turkey when interests collide.
One major problem Europeans have in engaging
with Turkey is the fact that the relationship is—at
least formally—defined by Turkey’s beleaguered accession process. There is no realistic prospect that
Turkey will join the EU, but the accession framework defines the parameters for engagement. The
process is, in the words of a senior EU official, “a
straitjacket. We don’t have another mechanism
to talk.”41 Channels of communication are often
blocked by the problems related to the accession
negotiations. The EU has formally suspended all
high-level dialogue with Turkey.42
This policy needs to be adjusted. There is a need
for Europeans to talk to Turkey on a wide range
of issues, including the Eastern Mediterranean, Cyprus, Syria, Libya, Balkans, and refugees. Turkey’s
Western partners will have to start thinking beyond
the constraints of the EU accession framework and

develop a new set of initiatives to engage with the
country. This can be done collectively as the EU or
as individual member states. But, ultimately, European countries will need to step out of Brussels’
shadow and engage with Ankara on a more pragmatic level.
There is also a psychological adjustment that both
sides need to make. Ankara needs to stop the Euro-bashing that has become part of the political
lexicon if it wants to have a strategic dialogue and
partnership with Europe. Similarly, Europeans need
to start treating Turkey as a regional heavyweight
and with the respect that Turkish officials complain
it does not receive. In many ways, as Erdoğan’s Turkey wants international recognition of its potential
as a resurgent power, providing this would bring
about significantly smoother bilateral cooperation.
Europeans would find it easier to work with Ankara
if they recognized the Turkish desire for a zone of
influence in foreign policy.
On issues where they strongly disagree—such as
support for Kurdish forces in Syria—Europe and
Turkey have to accept the need to compartmentalize their relationship, focus on mutual interests, and
skirt around the differences. With the exception of
the Kurdish issue, there is no fundamental divergence between Turkey and Europe on key regional
issues pertaining to the Middle East, including Syria.
Leaving the Kurdish conflict aside, Turkey and Europe can cooperate on the Balkans, Syria, Libya, the
Israeli-Palestinian issue, Russia, and other issues.
This does not mean Europe has to abandon its
normative values or accept Ankara’s inward-looking policies in domestic matters. Europe can still
contribute to Turkey’s domestic political evolution
and democracy, but it has to do so in smarter ways.
Engagement is key. The EU is likely to be more effective in engagement with Turkey on a pragmatic
basis than through the holistic approach of the accession process. While insisting on rules-based cooperation, Turkey’s Western allies need to be pragmatic about what the country can provide them
with and what they can offer it in return.
Europeans might also want to consider decoupling
their policies on Turkey from those of the United
States. Washington’s entanglement with Ankara is
far deeper than Europe’s—but it is also burdened
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with fissures such as congressional sanctions, U.S.
citizens jailed in Turkey, the Gülen movement, and
the Syrian Kurds. While there is great chemistry
between Erdoğan and Trump, institutional ties between Ankara and Washington are growing weaker
every year. The relationship is due for a bumpy ride
with a set of congressional sanctions due to come
into effect in 2020. It is better for Europe to extract
itself from this particular drama and view relations
with Turkey through a long-term strategic lens.

“A Place Under the Sun”
The post-war liberal order provided Turkey with
prosperity, security, and a great deal of predictability. But the crisis of the liberal order is real, and
Europe and the United States have failed to make
a compelling case for Turkey to return to the transatlantic community.
Recently, the Turkish president noted with confidence that, “Within half a century, even if we don’t
end up witnessing it, Turkey will emerge as one
of the strongest powers of the world, sailing into
larger accomplishments.” He hinted that this struggle would, “be crowned with victories from Iraq
to Syria—from the Eastern Mediterranean to other
regions.”43
There is no doubt that a revisionist New Turkey
wants its own “place under the sun”—to borrow a
phrase coined by former German foreign minister
Bernhard von Bülow—and will continue to pursue
autonomous policies in the Balkans and the Middle East. While Turkey is geographically stretched
too thin and lacks the capacity to compete in the
geopolitical rivalry, this does not factor into the
political discourse in the New Turkey. In a multipolar world characterized by increasing geopolitical
competition, Turkey wants to be a standalone power with a foot in each camp. When constrained by
allies, it will challenge the institutions of the liberal
order—as it did with its Syrian incursion or Eastern
Mediterranean policy. Therefore, it is important for
Turkey’s partners to get used to a new reality in
which there is not only cooperation but also confrontation. In the absence of a liberal order, Turkey’s relationship with its Western allies will remain
transactional for the foreseeable future.
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It remains to be seen whether the New Turkey is a
temporary mindset or a permanent reality. It also
remains to be seen how Turkey will respond when
its capacity and ambitions are tested against future geopolitical rivalries. As this paper argues,
Turkey’s Sonderweg is likely to extend far beyond
the Erdoğan years for reasons that have to do with
not only the rise of nationalism in Turkey but also
global developments. Short of a miraculous restoration of the Western-led liberal order and new
a grand bargain with the West, Ankara is likely to
pursue an independent course for years to come.
Of course, it is impossible to know when the postErdoğan period will begin or who the main actors
will be. But, the country’s unique path to modernity,
growing nationalism, and global ambitions will likely
outlive the current president. Erdoğan is a towering
figure in Turkish politics, but even after his departure, his legacy in the New Turkey will be a strong
presidential system and a non-aligned reflex that
paves the way for Ankara to pursue independent
policies on China, Libya, NATO, Russia, and Syria.
There is also the reality that the West no longer offers Turkey an appealing package such as EU membership, regional cooperation, or a central role in
the Middle East. In the past century, it was either
the threat of the Soviet Union or the appeal of European enlargement that led Turkey to be a loyal
member of the Western alliance. Neither factor applies today. Post-Erdoğan Turkey may strive to be
more democratic and attempt to fix Turkey’s broken ties with the West. Yet, ultimately, it is impossible to recreate the conditions of the late 1990s
and the early 2000s that led to the start of the EU’s
accession negotiations with Turkey. Europe has
moved on—and so has Turkey. Ankara can establish
a special partnership with the United States or Europe, but neither one will always meet its strategic
needs in the Middle East. Even with a more liberal
government, Ankara will continue to pursue its regional priorities.
All this suggests that Turkey will continue to be a
resurgent and, at times, unpredictable power on
the periphery of Europe with its own agenda and
a desire for an important international role. The
country wants its own place under the sun. And,
in an age of great power competition, this defines
Turkey’s Sonderweg.
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